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‘polluter pays’ principle and the
precautionary
principle,
are
reflected in this legislation and
in the historic judgements of the
European Court, also covered by
the Bill.”

WEDNESDAY 25th April
7.00pm - 9.00pm

Project Officer: Peter King
( 07881 458 134
peter.king@oart.org.uk

www.facebook.com/
OuseAndAdurRiversTrust

OBITUARY
DESMOND
GUNNER

Local Rivers Global Problems
Our AGM is being held in
Plumpton Green Village Hall
and OART’s Trustees and
Committee look forward to
meeting you.
Plumpton Green Village Hall
1 Westgate
Plumpton Green
East Sussex
BN7 3BQ
Large car park.
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Refreshments provided.

A number of our members will
have known Desmond Gunner
so it is with sadness that we
must advise that he passed
away recently at the age of 93.
He was part of the Uckfield’s
local veterinary practice and
was awarded the MBE for his
services to conservation in
1966. We offer our sincere
condolences to his wife and
family.

Have your say on
South East Water’s
plans for your
future tap water
Where would you like your
future tap water to come
from? @sewateruk is putting
forward a range of proposals
from building new reservoirs
to reducing leaks further, but
want to hear your thoughts.
The company’s consultation
closes on 21 May, so take a
look at their website, read their
proposals and let them know
your thoughts.
www.southeastwater.
co.uk/yourwateryoursay

Welcome
from the
Chairman

In January the Government
published A Green Future: our
25 Year Plan to Improve the
Environment.
In her foreword
the Prime Minister writes that “Its
goals are simple: cleaner air and
water; plants and animals which
are thriving; and a cleaner, greener
country for us all.” The Secretary
of State for the Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs adds that “It is
this Government’s ambition to
leave our environment in a better
state than we found it.” I’m sure
I’ve read similar words before!
In the report I naturally sought
out explicit reference to rivers
and, happily, they do appear - in
connection with water abstraction,

natural
flood
management
(“reconnecting rivers with their
flood plains”), and even in terms
of a performance measure,
“Length
of
water
courses
improved”. Additionally, there is a
commitment “to invest in technical
advice to support farmers and
land managers in delivering the
outcomes and to help them to work
together to achieve benefits at
landscape and catchment level.”
South West Water’s Upstream
Thinking scheme, involving the
Rivers Trust, among others, is
highlighted as one of Defra’s
‘pioneer projects’.
What about the law? I confess
to being confused about this. On
p. 129 the report states that “The
European Union (Withdrawal) Bill
will ensure that the body of existing
EU law, including environmental
law, continues to hold sway in the
UK. Key underlying principles
of existing policy, such as the
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What exactly does “hold sway”
mean, and how does all this
square up, if at all, with the
suggestion later on the same page
that “We will be consulting on the
development of a policy statement
on environmental principles to
underpin policy-making post EU
exit. This will provide maximum
certainty about environmental
regulations as we leave the EU”?
There is perhaps less ambiguity
in the Prime Minister’s foreword
where she writes that “When
the United Kingdom leaves
the European Union, control of
important areas of environmental
policy will return to these shores.”
So, will the Water Framework
Directive, for example, be retained
not just on the day of Brexit but in
the 25 Year Plan as well?
As for how to implement A Green
Future, “Public funding sources
will continue to play an important
role in protecting and enhancing
the natural environment” but
that “Increased private sector
investment in natural capital
will equally be crucial.
The
development of natural capital
thinking, data and tools will usher
in more opportunities to generate
revenue from projects that improve
the natural environment.”
We all know the resource limitations
on the Defra ‘family’ bodies – like
the Environment Agency, Natural
England, Forestry Commission –
so it will be interesting to see how
the many fine words of A Green
Future can be translated into
action.

Hew Prendergast

Before

After augmentation

The OART Task Force

It’s all about
the gravel
Every year between November
and February, Sussex rivers and
streams are full of life as sea
trout return to lay their eggs in the
oxygen-rich gravels of the upper
reaches.
Access to suitable spawning sites
is crucial for all fish and over
the coming months OART, with
funding from the Environment
Agency, will be enhancing existing
and creating new habitat for gravel
spawning fish on several streams
within the catchment. The first of
these projects to get underway
was a small enhancement of the
Plumpton Mill Stream, whose fish
population was adversely effected
by pollution in 2016.
The Plumpton Mill Stream rises
from springs on the South Downs
and is already reasonably gravelrich, making it potentially an
excellent small spawning stream.
Supplementing the existing gravels

to build up new riffles will create
immediate new spawning habitat
to benefit any returning sea trout,
as well as the local population of
brown trout and will hopefully aid
the overall populations of these
fish.
The type, size and shape of
the gravel added at Plumpton
were chosen to closely match
naturally occurring inputs and
were sourced from a local quarry,
helping to preserve the natural
geomorphological processes at
work in the stream. Seven tonnes
of angular flint gravel were added
to the stream at four different
locations by volunteers from the
OART Task Force and the kind
permission and support of the
landowners.
Loose gravel allows oxygenated
water to reach the growing trout
embryos, a key factor in the
survival of the developing eggs.
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Newly hatched baby trout, called
alevins, continue to live in the
gravel for up to 30 days, feeding
from the remaining yolk that is
attached to their body before
moving out into the water.
Of course gravel doesn’t just
provide good spawning habitat, it
also provides a refuge for many
water invertebrates, such as insect
larvae, crustaceans and molluscs
which live in the gaps between
the stones and are an important
source of food for sea trout and
other coarse fish. Species such
dace, chub and barbel feed by
grubbing around amongst the
stones and debris on the stream
bed.
Each year the Environment
Agency ask all sea trout anglers
to submit their catch records.
This information plays a vital role
in assessing fish populations
and informs actions to conserve

and increase populations. Catch
returns can be submitted at www.
gov.uk/catch-return. Sea trout in
the Ouse have above average
growth rates and can grow to
exceptional sizes compared with
sea trout returning to other English
rivers. According to Environment
Agency data, Ouse & Adur sea
trout have the highest average
weight of any English river. Let’s
hope that the new gravel at
Plumpton will encourage more
fish to successfully breed in the
stream.

Rachel Paget

A beautiful Sussex sea trout
returned to the water
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Sea Trout of the River Adur
OART PROJECTS
UPDATE
It’s been another busy start to the
year with lots going on and much
to be looking forward to.
The Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF) application to restore the
Broadwater Brook tributary of
the Teville Stream is nearing
completion and we are delighted
that, following a review of the
project by HLF in late February, we
have been given the green light to
submit the application at the end
of May.

This three year project will see
the course of the stream re-routed
across Sompting Brooks and the
area opened to the public for the
first time via a river trail with wildlife
viewing areas. Our community
activities and events are shaping
up nicely with a range of activities
which will enable participation in
this flagship project in the south
east. With a few small tweaks
everything seems to be fitting into
the original suggested budget
and we are very grateful to the
Environment Agency, Rampion
Offshore Wind Ltd, West Sussex
County Council and the South
Downs National Park for providing
our match funding requirement.
With just under three months to
go we are getting there and whilst
there seems to be a mountain of
paperwork to complete it is now

a matter of tying up lose ends
and ensuring the project provides
as many benefits to the local
environment and communities
as possible. An exciting time for
OART as the success of this
application will provide additional
staff and resources to keep us
moving forward over the coming
years.
Away from HLF we have agreed a
second year of funding from Lewes
District Council to undertake works
on the River Ouse which will include
a focus on the Longford Stream
and Glynde Reach sections of the
catchment as well as implementing
projects on the Bevern Stream
which have arisen as a result of
last year’s work. Rachel is busy
organising a landowner workshop
to disseminate our results to
those who live in the Bevern and
Plumpton Mill Stream catchments
and we hope this leads to further
opportunities to improve the rivers
function.
On the Adur we have just placed the
order for the fish pass to be fitted
at Haterells Weir on the western
arm which will facilitate increased,
multi-species, fish movements
in this section of river which is
currently impassable in all but the
highest of flows. We will also be
looking to undertake in- and outof channel habitat improvements
through the upstream section
which will link into the work
previously undertaken on the
Knepp Castle Estate upstream.
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Earlier in the year I attended
the Parish Council meeting in
Hassocks to further discuss
our work to reduce the impact
of flooding. We have a plan
developed to undertake natural
flood management interventions
on the stream as it flows
through Adastra Park which will
complement the wider plans to
re-invigorate this wonderful public
space. Following this meeting the
PC agreed to submit an application
to Operation Watershed to get the
necessary funding to move this
forward. With the other projects
already delivered and those
planned for the future we are
starting to see a real change in the
water environment in Hassocks.
Our continued thanks to HKD
Transition, Hassocks Amenity
Association, the Parish Council
and West Sussex County Council
for their support and assistance in
all things Hassocks.
On top of this we have a range
of projects sitting on the list for
funding through the Environment
Agency Water Environment Fund
which we will know more about in
April but certainly looks like it will
be another busy and productive
year ahead for OART.

Sea trout are the Adur’s greatest
treasure, as such are deserving of
the greatest protection and help
that the Trust in partnership with
the Environment Agency can give.
The first sea trout arrive from the
sea in May probably in quite small
numbers, then gradually more
come but not in any number until
July, then fish come into the tidal
stretch particularly after spates
until January or in a dry winter after
a spate in early February. Most of
the fish tend to stay in the tidal river
until late summer but some push
on up to Wineham or Twineham
quite early in the season, given a
summer spate. The eastern arm
of the river carries urban runoff
from Burgess Hill and Hassocks,
so a summer thunderstorm can
soon cause the river to rise and
encourage some sea trout to move
upstream.
The fish tend to stay in the two
stems of the main river until

November when some enter the
headstreams where they will later
spawn. I am fortunate in owning
about 800 meters of a stream
which starts off as a chalk stream,
then flows over clay. There is
some good gravel and the fish
arrive through late November
until late January, depending on
sufficient rain to generate spates,
which encourage the fish to
move onto the spawning gravels.
Exceptionally I have seen sea
trout in the stream as early as 28th
October or as late as 14th March.
The hen fish then digs a nest
known as a redd, using her tail
and wriggling her body. When she
is satisfied with her work, she will
lay eggs in the redd which are then
fertilised by the male fish, in some
cases by a small brown trout; the
fertilised eggs in the redd are then
covered by the hen. Fish returning
to spawn average 2-3kg, some
smaller and a few much bigger,

I look forward to seeing you all at
the AGM in April.

Peter King
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exceptionally up to about 7kg or
in old money about15lbs which
is the biggest that I have actually
handled.
The eggs hatch in March or April or,
from later spawning, in early May.
As the hatching time is affected
by the water temperature, a very
cold spring water temperature
will delay it. The young trout in
their first year are known as parr,
in their next stage they become
smoults. After about two years the
smoults become very silvery and
migrate to sea, having had various
body changes which enable them
to live in the sea. After perhaps
less than a year at sea or after
several years, having had rich
marine feeding, particularly sand
eels, they return to their natal river
and the cycle starts again.

John Whiting

ANGLERS
please take our
survey

Robin Pepper explores
the carp family

Carp

Fourteen members of this
family occur in Sussex, mainly
in ponds, lakes and slow
flowing rivers. They are mostly
bottom feeders where they
find invertebrates, especially
molluscs and some plant
material. They do not have
teeth in their jaws but suck their
prey up from the mud with their
mouths. Any mastication takes
place at the back of the throat by
teeth in the pharynx and there
is no stomach. The gullet leads
straight into the intestines.
Common Carp
In common with the tench, barbel
and gudgeon, the commom carp
has have sensory barbels around
its mouth to assist in the search for
prey items. The largest specimens
are to be found in lakes where
they grow to enormous sizes. The
record is Benson which, at her
maximum (she was caught many

times), weighed in at 29 kg or
54lb 2oz. They are widespread,
probably because they are easy to
transport. A carp, wrapped in a wet
towel, will survive out of water for a
considerable time, even overnight.
The common carp is an Asian
species brought to Western
Europe by the Romans for
culinary purposes but it did not
find its way to this country until
the 14th or 15th century. It found
favour with the monasteries where
it was used to stock specially
constructed stew ponds. In some
Eastern European countries, it
is considered a delicacy and is
served at Christmas and the New
Year. This is surprising as many
people consider its flesh to be
uninteresting, one even describing
it as eating cotton wool with lots of
tiny needles.
They are dark olive-brown fish
with lighter colours on the belly.
They have four barbels, two long

and two short ones. The body
is covered with scales but two
varieties exist. The mirror carp has
a reduced number of scales and
the leather carp has none. Both
varieties are due to a recessive
gene, so they will only survive in
any number when bred with one of
their own type.
Carp breed from June to July.
Females lay prodigious numbers
of eggs in thick weeds in shallow
water, which hatch in three to six
days. The young mature in tow to
three years and may live for ten to
30 years.
Barbel
The Barbel has four barbels
around its mouth, which are longer
than in the carp. Its upper jaw is
markedly overshot and the dorsal
fin is thickened and has a serrated
trailing edge. It is indigenous to the
south east of England but never

common in the Ouse and Adur. In
fact, attempts to introduce it to the
Adur resulted in failure. Neither is
it common in the Ouse with the last
record in 2015. It is mostly found
in the middle reaches of large
rivers and likes fairly fast flowing,
clear water so it is not surprising
that it has become uncommon in
our rather muddy polluted waters.
It has never been favoured as a
food fish in this country, although
it is eaten in Eastern Europe. The
roe are said to contain a toxin so
should be avoided. The British rod
record is 9.5kg (about 21lbs) and
they can grow to a maximum of 90
cm.
Tench
Tench have only one pair of short
barbels. They are dark olive brown
and have very small scales. Their
body is covered in thick slime,
which was thought, erroneously,

to have medicinal features. Their
alternative name is ‘doctor fish’.
A live tench was applied to ulcers
and open sores to aid healing.
They inhabit weedy lakes and
slow-flowing rivers feeding on
invertebrates and molluscs as well
as from plants from the muddy
bottoms. It is indigenous to the
British Isles but of little commercial
value in spite of having rather firm
and tasty flesh. It was commonly
kept in monastic stew ponds and
is valued in Central Europe.
They are found in both the Ouse
and the Adur but with the majority
of the records from the latter. They
spawn in shallow water among
weeds. The eggs hatch in three
to five days and attain maturity
after two to three years. They may
live for up to 10 years and attain
a length of 65 cm (2 ft 2 in). The
British rod record is 6.8 kg (almost
15lbs).

Barbel

If you fish the river Ouse or
the Adur we would like to hear
your views on the state of fish
populations and their habitats.
To take part please paste this
link into your browser:
https://www.surveymonkey.
co.uk/r/GYRJRG8
Alternatively for a paper copy
please get in touch and we will
post the survey to you.
Contact: info@ @oart.org.uk
Survey closes 31 April 2018.
OART is one of eleven River Trusts
piloting Your Fisheries, a new
initiative which aims to produce a
multi-partner perspective on the
current status of fish populations
and angling opportunity in the
Ouse and Adur catchments, along
with the key actions required to
maintain or deliver improvements
on the ground.
Developed by The Rivers Trust in
conjunction with the Environment
Agency and Angling Trust, the
project is funded by rod licence
income and is currently being
trialled in every River Basin
District in England.
Fish Photo Credits Carp: By Type17
(Own work) [CC BY 3.0 (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)],
via Wikimedia Commons
Barbel: By Neil Phillips from uk - barbel,
CC BY 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.
org/w/index.php?curid=2996515

Tench
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Tench: By Bernard DUPONT from
FRANCE (Tench (Tinca tinca)) [CC
BY-SA 2.0 (https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-sa/2.0)], via Wikimedia
Commons

In 2016-2017 the EU LIFE
application became the focus
of a lot of work, coordinated by
the Sussex Wildlife Trust, and
the buying in by the Partnership
of specialist expertise as it is
a particularly complex funding
mechanism. As you may recall,
the application was turned down in
early 2017 to huge disappointment.
The whole process did, however,
generate a lot of ideas and
information and demonstrated that
the Partnership could effectively
work together.
Also in the financial year 20152016 the Partnership agreed to
help support a cross-catchment
initiative producing leaflets about
the adverse environmental impacts
of phosphates in detergents and
the need for maintaining septic
tanks, especially near water
courses. PDFs of these leaflets
were distributed to virtually every
parish council in the Adur and
Ouse catchments for display on

Throughout the country catchment
partnerships
draw
together
organisations with a common
interest in the local water
environment and, in formal terms,
to help government delivery of
EU Water Framework Directive
objectives.
Our local one is
the Adur & Ouse Catchment
Partnership which was piloted in
2011 under the direction of the
Environment Agency. In 2013
OART took on the responsibility
of becoming the so-called host of
the Partnership, in essence acting
as the coordinating body, chairing
meetings, and undertaking the
annual funding application and
reporting.
Dave Brown, Pete
King and Hew Prendergast attend
the quarterly meetings which are
held usually at the IFCA offices
in shoreham, whilst Rachel
Paget manages the website.
The Partnership’s important link
to the EA is via its Catchment
Coordinator, Gareth Williams.

What has been achieved? Firstly,
and before OART’s current level
of involvement, a Catchment
Management Plan (CMP) was
produced by partners.
Apart
from OART and the EA, these
include water companies, local
and
national
governmental
bodies, NGOs, and academia*,
so representing a good range
of interests. In retrospect the
CMP was more like a wish-list of
things needing doing but its very
comprehensiveness still makes
it an invaluable reference point.
Inevitably the resources are
lacking to do everything so the
Partnership continues to tackle
issues as and when it can.
By late 2014 a website established
its virtual presence (and is due
for revamping in 2018) and most
other funds from the yearly grant
went to creating a Compound
Topographic Index Model for the
River Ouse Catchment, its main
aim being to “help rapidly highlight
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areas where maximum benefits for
water retention can be achieved”,
for example where natural flood
measures can be put in place.
Much of the funding the following
year supported a short-term post
to “help the Partnership comply
with multiple aims and implement
some of the actions. An essential
feature of the post is to build
sustainability (including financial)
into the Partnership across
multiple areas”. In practice this
meant identifying possible sources
of funding and, eventually, the
Partnership
considering
an
application to EU LIFE for a major
project on the Adur – perceived
as the ‘poor relation’ to the Ouse
in terms of efforts to improve it.
That same year the Partnership
got separate funding for installing,
under Pete’s supervision, the fish
pass at East Mascalls on the Ouse
just east of Lindfield.

their websites. Work continues on
trying to identify precisely which
properties have septic tanks (i.e.
are not connected to the mains)
so that they can be reached via a
mail drop.
So, what is happening in this
financial year, 2017-2018? The
Partnership agreed to take part
in a project, Your Fisheries,
developed by the Rivers Trust
with support from the EA and the
Angling Trust. “Your Fisheries
will provide a common webbased planning system that brings
together evidence and knowledge
from a range of different sources,
to inform catchment specific
fisheries reports.”
Walkover
surveys are also being planned
this spring for the Adur (west), the
Knepp Mill Stream and the Herring
Stream, a total of some 34 kms,
and applications have been made
to both East and West Sussex
County Councils to allow signage
to be installed on bridges notifying

*South East Water, Southern Water;
Brighton & Hove City Council, Forestry
Commission, Natural England, South
Downs National Part Authority Sussex
Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Authority; National Trust, RSPB, Sussex
Wildlife Trust; University of Brighton.

Barbel fishermen at
East Mascalls
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Jim’s Diary

Seven good reasons to plant
trees on the riverbank

The strip of land beside our
streams and rivers is a great place
to plant trees. In most cases the
3 to 5m or so directly beside the
water probably isn’t practical to
use for other purposes. The banks
are usually too steep and there is
often seasonal flooding. Put trees
on these banks and suddenly
you’ve created great habitat for
wildlife and when the branches
overhang the water and leaves fall
into the stream, fish and aquatic
life benefit too.

Thank you to OART volunteers,
Robin Akers (left), Mark Lambert
and Chris Hawkes (bottom), who
planted well over half the trees,
and to the team from South East
Water who kindly donated a day of
their time to make this tree planting
project possible.
If you are a landowner interested
in tree planting please get in touch.

Rachel Paget

Shade to cool the air and
water for fish and other river
life, many of which require
specific water temperature to
successfully breed.

Sunday 10th December
Both the Ouse and Uck are rising
fast and very coloured from runoff
and snow melt. Gales up to
storm force 11 on the coast with
more heavy rain and snow winter
forecast but at least it will help to
top up the depleted water levels at
Bewl Water and the boreholes in
the chalk block.

Slow the flow of surface
water runoff, reducing
flooding and assisting in flood
management.

Monday 11th December
Snow on Ditchling Beacon and on
the Downs with power loss and
schools closed.

Seven good reasons:

Improve water quality
by filtering runoff from
surrounding land, reducing the
input of harmful substances
into the river system.

In fact there are many good
reasons to increase the number of
trees along our streams and with
this in mind OART have been out
on the river during the wet days of
early March planting an additional
1,000 trees on the River Ouse near
Sheffield Park. These trees were
predominantly the water tolerant
species of common alder and goat
willow with some downy birch,
hazel, and wild cherry thrown in to
add diversity to the new woodland.

Tree roots bind soil together,
to prevent erosion and
stabilise the riverbank.

Wednesday 20th December
Time to meet up for lunch with a
good fishing friend of mine and no
doubt talk fishing.

Monday 25th December
Another good Christmas with good
friends of many years. Thank you
for a good Christmas Day with
plenty to eat and drink in good
company.

Thursday 28th December
The upper Ouse is on flood alert
but the main flood had passed
through the day before, reaching
Barcombe Mills at great speed on
th
Wednesday 27 December
Wednesday 27th. but no water on
Heavy rain from late on Boxing the books at Isfield.
Day with heavy snow further north
Sunday 31st December
Time to celebrate the New Year in
the time-honoured way, including
watching the London fireworks, all
fired by computer these days from
numerous points, including barges
on the Thames.
Monday 1st January 2018
A walk in dreary conditions, people
and bird life scarce. I saw a deer in
the Uck valley and a fox crossed
the field in front of me, no doubt
looking for lunch.

Produce oxygen and filter the
air, intercept airborne particles
and absorb various pollutants.
Leaf fall provides food for
aquatic invertebrates and
energy to the river system.
Trees branches fall into the
stream creating refuge habitat
for fish and variations in flow.

Staff from South East Water helped plant 400 trees
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in the country. The Uck is in full
flood and over the road at the
Mills, which makes the local BBC
news, so I guess the sea trout will
be able to head upstream to their
spawning grounds.

Tuesday 2nd January
More wind and rain with Storm
Eleanor on her way overnight.

Sunday 17 December
A short walk along the Ouse in
very wet conditions with a very
miserable pair of herons trying to
fish, both who rose up into the air
with squawks of protest at being
disturbed. Also 5 cormorants
making their way up river and a
lone white egret checking a large
puddle in a field but very few
people about so time to get back
for a warm lunch.
th

Wednesday 3rd January
Southern Water have applied for
a drought permit for Bewl Water,
777 acres up to 90ft deep. All this
building with little thought to where
the resources come from. I expect
you will have seen the proposed
development
at
Ridgewood
sprayed with weed killer straight
down into the Ridgewood stream.
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Primroses provide
a nectar source
for early spring
butterflies such as
brimstone

Thursday 4th January
A phone call from Radio Sussex
and an interview about abstraction
on the River Medway.
Sunday 7th January
A walk along the Ouse in low
conditions. Above White Bridge
I disturb a pair of cormorants
catching silver fish before I
moved them off. I find some early
primroses, very brave yellow faces
into the wind and I also notice
how advanced the hazel catkins
are. The Saxons are thought to
have called January ‘Wolf Month’
because wolves devoured most
of their human victims then, back
when England was still covered in
forest.
9th January
Three flail cutters at work on the
A22 cutting the hedges and all
the litter up, making more mess to
clear up. In sheltered places, wild
orchids are pushing up through
the vegetation.

Sunday 28th January
A short walk along the Ouse with
the odd late sea trout showing. A
few siskins in the alder trees and a
fox working along the hedgerows
a field away. More rain overnight
and the river is coloured. A
cormorant fishing the river and it
flies off towards the Mills.

Sunday 14th January
A walk along the Ouse and bottom
of the Bevern whilst walking on
the Bevern I was alerted to a
disturbance on the railway near to
Line Field. At Beam Bridge I watch
a pair of stoats working the line
side hunting as a pair no doubt
hoping for a rabbit for lunch. They
continued on towards Barcombe
Mills and I walked on up to
Redbridge field and saw a mink at
Chillywood Fields and one single
sea trout.
Tuesday 16th January
Saw sea trout spawning – a sight
you never tire of seeing and a
wonder of nature that fish return
to the same areas to spawn year
after year.
Friday 19th January
It was a pleasure to watch sea
trout spawning. Let’s hope that
their offspring will not be killed
by pollution at the hand of man.
Later in the day there is more
activity in some hornbeam trees
and I spot four hawfinches that
have found some seed pods.
Also on the ground nearby were
some bramblings and again more
splashing and more spawning fish
- sea trout!
Monday 22nd January
A pair of hawfinches at Isfield
Church in the trees near the
church, we don’t see them very
often, I call them the nutcracker
birds. Nowhere is safe from the
litter bugs in life, as I clear up litter,
so called energy boosting drinks
thrown over the church wall.
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Tuesday 30th January
A hard frost but snowdrops
and daffodils are out. Buzzards
showing also a red kite. I put out a
bit of extra bird food.

Sunday 4th February
A walk along the Lower Ouse
shows a slide where a seal has
entered the river. A kingfisher flies
by and I spot a couple of mullet
and the remains of a dogfish
washed up from Newhaven on the
tide. On the way home a second
kingfisher over the Delph Ditches.
Tuesday 6 February
A cold north wind, with a slight
dusting of snow so I put out extra
wild bird food. A cock pheasant
turns up for breakfast with a pair
of blackbirds, a wagtail and three
siskins.
th

Friday 9th February
More sleet showers so again time
to put out extra food for the birds.
Whilst walking back along the
stream at dusk I saw the white
bums of roe deer, no doubt waiting
to move into the grass field to feed
as the light faded.

Monday 12th February
The morning started with a hard
frost and the cock pheasant turned
up with a hen – it must be close
to Valentines Day in the bird world.
The blackbirds have also paired up
and a robin has been proclaiming
local territory for some time now.
Thursday 15th February
15ml of rain fell overnight and the
river is up. Today is a planned clear
up morning around the parish and
we find the usual litter thrown from
cars; there must a lot of alcoholic
drivers as I find wine bottles and
large number of scrumpy jack cider
cans. A total of 12 black sacks full
was taken away for the dustman.
Friday 16th February
Another morning collecting litter.
It’s an on-going issue all over
the countryside – I think the
word is ignorance! I even found
a microwave dumped by Beechs
Farm Wood. There is no excuse as
Maresfield dump is only a couple
of miles away.
Saturday 17th February.
Lots of signs of spring with early
catkins on the hazel and primroses
out near the village pond. Lots
of light green alexanders in the
hedge bottoms, brought over by
the Romans as a vegetable, but
now rather invasive. Bluebells are
breaking up through the leaf litter.
But we have got the blackthorn
winter to come and February fill
dyke, so more bad weather to
come but hopefully the water table
is coming up in the chalk block
as the Lewes Winterbourne is
running hard.
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Sunday 18th February
Saw the seal at Southease and
several short-eared owls. I hope
they were not dining on returning
sea trout kelts - spawned fish on
their way back to sea.
I will end this diary and wish all
our famers and landowners well.
Thanks for all their help and good
crops in 2018.

Jim Smith

OART Field Officer &
Honorary Bailiff of the River Ouse

Will you help protect
your local river and
its wildlife?

Why not
come along
to one of
our river
Task Force
events
For details email:
taskforce@oart.org.uk
or call Rachel on:
07789 442 687

Dedicated to the environmental protection of the Sussex River Ouse and River Adur

